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The international phonetic keyboard of the alphabet for iPhone and iPad.The keyboard includes all the characters from the IPA chart and can be used in every app on your device. The complete international phonetic keyboard Alphabet (including all sounds and diacritics) that can be used in OTHER APPS. Developed by a linguist for linguists. Whether you
are a linguist, actor, presenter, or speaker or just learn a foreign language, you often have to deal with phonetic transcription to mark the pronunciation of words and phrases. The keyboard contains a complete set of characters from the IPA chart. If there are no IPA chart characters, please contact us by email and we will add them as soon as possible.
allthingslinguistic.com: Full IPAs are one good and certainly worth mentioning. The layout is reasonable: the main screen is qwerty with a press-and-hold for related characters. [...] There's a secondary screen that basically has all the other diacritics as well as (non-diacritic) tone marks. [...] Everything is reasonable. The keyboard can be used in any app
installed on your iPhone or iPad. It comes with a standalone app that lets you enter reasonably organized. transcripte a snippet of a text and share it with friends or colleagues or send it to Evernote. Popular Searches Related Searches iPad Wi-Fi Ipass Illinois There are a number of solutions for entering an IPA on your computer, but what about your phone
or tablet? A version in a nutshell: Gboard or MultiLing Keyboard for Android, IPA phonetic keyboard for iOS. Also note that if all you need are common accented characters, you can usually hold the appropriate letter on the default keyboard (such as longpress on to get). Further instructions and reviews below. Typing IPA on AndroidI downloaded the
MultiLing keyboard about a year ago and it will still be strong and has been using it for five years and it remains a tolerable option. I still like my regular keyboard autocomplete better for normal typing, but it's easy to switch from my regular keyboard app to MultiLing when I want to introduce into IPA. (Another option that I know some people use is Unicode
CharMap, which allows you to choose all kinds of Unicode characters. It can be redundant if all you want is a quick way to enter IPA, but if you want a wide range of Unicode characters, it's good to know what is.) How to use IPA on MultiLing:1. Download MultiLing Keyboard.2. The Settings of the Language and Input of the MultiLing Keyboard (check the
windows to turn on, then the settings icon) are zgt; languages qgt; languages scroll down to the IPA and check box.3. Go to somewhere you can type in the text and wait until your regular keyboard comes up.4. Then select the keyboard icon in the bottom right corner then you can choose the MultiLing keyboard. 5. You can change the keyboard language in
MultiLing MultiLing by longpressing on the space bar. 6. Start typing! The keyboard looks like a standard letter, but when the letter is in the bar, we show similar IPA symbols. For example, typing h gives you an upside-down h, a forbidden h, a small h cap, a hooked h, a superscript h, and a superscript hooked h. For use in the future after setting up, all you
have to do is steps 4 and 6. Review and Cautions on IPA on MultiLing:I Find MultiLing mostly easy to use to enter an IPA, although you'll need to get used to the fact that spacebar is used to confirm the offer, and you'll need to click the space twice to make the actual space show. There is sometimes a bit of guesswork involved in figuring out which symbol
WERTI has been recognized as the closest analogue of the IPA symbol you're looking for, but most of the time I guessed correctly on the first try or two. Useful hints: Capitals give a different range of sentences than the lower register, you can scroll sideways along the top band of sentences to show further options, (especially useful for many characters
associated with e), and characters without a clear alphabetical analogue (including glottal stop and bilabial click) can be found by longpressing double vertical lines next to the space strip. An important note! Although MultiLing O is called the next version of MultiLing, O does not list IPA among its languages, so I recommend the old MultiLing. It may be a little
less beautiful, but it works fine. Update: The IPA keyboard layout was released for Gboard, which I tried and immediately decided to move on from MultiLing, since it has a distinct advantage in terms of usability. How to use IPA on Gboard:1. Gboard is a keyboard app for Google and thus the default on many Android phones, so you may already have this
keyboard installed. 2. If so, go somewhere you can enter text and longpress on the Gboard space bar to get to the language settings. 3. Search/choice of international phonetic alphabet in languages. (Search IPA doesn't work, you need to look international.) 4. In the future, you will be able to access IPA by longpressing on the space panel and the IPA will be
shortlisted for your languages to go to right there. If you don't have a Gboard installed yet, you can get it for free here. You may have to go somewhere you can type text and when your keyboard pops up, select the keyboard icon in the bottom right corner of the screen. At this point, you can choose Gboard and continue as above to enable IPA settings.
(Sometimes longpressing on the spacebar of other keyboard apps works for this too, sometimes it's not, it depends on what other keyboard apps you use.) Update: Gboard now allows you to choose between an IPA layout or a WERTI-style layout. IPA review on Gboard:IPA layout chart: Gboard Gboard The keyboard allows you to enter IPA characters
directly, rather than selecting the nearest letter WERTY. They are positioned very intelligently, mostly like an IPA chart, but with some frequency of bias divide consonants into two screens (see screencaps here; basically the second consonant screen contains clicks, implosion and outliers while the first consonant screen contains everything else). There are
also screens for vowels, diacritics, and good IPA inventory specific punctuation, along with a few common punctuation marks. Unlike the strange IPA-based layouts noted for some iOS keyboards below, splitting the consonants into two screens means that all keys are a decent size to dial on - the first non-WERTY-based IPA keyboard layout that I've
encountered that has good usability. With a decent layout in place, I find that seeing all the characters to enter them directly makes this layout faster to use than all the layouts. WERTI. It has never been particularly effective to keep guessing which character WERTI might hide the IPA symbol I'm looking for and then scanning the offer strip for it, so it's on
average a transition from two taps to a character with just one. The Gboard IPA keyboard is the only one I've used that feels like it was designed from scratch for both the IPA and as a keyboard: other IPA keyboards I've used to feel either like WERTY assumptions with IPA embarrassingly grafted, or iPA charts with keyboard component as an afterthought.
WERTI layout: THE WERTI layout is a standard WERTI layout plus an additional band of IPA characters above. Most IPA characters are available by holding their nearest equivalent in the regular letters WERTY, which creates a small pop-up (such as on a standard phone keyboard when you longpress to get accented letters). Some additional IPA
characters may also be available by pressing the shear key that shifts the layout to (since of course regular capitals are not part of the IPA at all). The WERTI layout seems to be quicker to type than the IPA layout once you're used to it, especially for longer sequences containing some unique IPA characters and some regular WERTI characters, since the
characters seem to be roughly positioned in frequency. However, it's potentially slower to start using, since the characters are somewhat randomly positioned (especially in the shift layout), a necessary consequence of being associated with an equally random (though familiar!) layout of WERTI. For example, it's nice not to go to another page just to get
vowels, but it's also not particularly intuitively clear that the shift version q should be ɑ. Some like glottal stops that you longpress to get a similar kind of epiglots and silent silent silent fricative, it makes sense to me as they don't look like any weRTI letters, so it would be unclear where to place them. Others, like the forbidden me or inverted print, which can
certainly be placed under the regular i or just as forbidden to fit under regular u, seem to be just filling the space. What is even more strange to me is that some of the characters are both in the upper band and as longpress equivalents (e.g. crane, which is also under r), while others are only on the top band, not where they would be natural equivalents of a
longpress (e.g. banned I, inverted printing, and dark l that are not under i or a or l). For this problem, I prefer the MultiLing redundancy approach, where characters can be accessed from multiple entry points (e.g., open o are listed as o and c for phonetic and visual similarities), thereby ensuring that you find them from where you look first. Of course,
redundancy comes at the expense of having to make the expansion menu bigger, so there is no perfect solution. Verdict for Android: Gboard makes it easier to find more characters than MultiLing, making it my current choice. I suggest you turn on both IPA keyboards on the Gboard and use the IPA layout as a guaranteed way to find single, obscure
characters and the WERTY layout as a faster way to input more common sequences. However, if you like the WERTY layout, the MultiLing keyboard remains a worthy option. Both are free. Typing iPA on iOSTwo free keyboard options for full IPA support are IPAChartApp, which gives you characters in the form of IPA charts, and Unicoder Lite, which gives
you a lot of Unicode characters including IPA, although you may need to dig for them a bit. The English IPA keyboard and English phonetic keyboard look as if they have decent layouts, but they only include English IPA characters and are not free. How to use them: 1. Download what app you want. 2. The settings are a common keyboard zgt; the keyboard's
choice is the name of the keyboard. 3. Go to somewhere you can type text and wait until the normal keyboard comes up.4. Then select the globe icon and select another keyboard. 5. Scroll around the IPA charts until you find the symbol you want. For future use, all you need is steps 4 and 5. I found IPAChartApp an interesting idea, although ultimately
difficult to use at any speed: despite the fact that I borrowed a large iPhone 6 to check it out, the visible area was tiny compared to the size of the charts, which had a lot of empty space, so I was scrolling around a lot. It's a little better, though still not perfect if you're rotating your phone in landscape mode. I like it IPA charts on your computer, and this app may
have worked well on the iPad, but it's incredibly inefficient on your phone. I haven't tried Unicoder Lite, but it looks from the descriptions and screenshots you'll find wade through many characters in addition to IPAs. Update 1: I contacted the developer of the IPA keyboard and the English phonetic keyboard with IPA characters, both for iOS. They each had
$1.99, but the developer sent a coupon to check them out, which I sent to a friend with the iPhone since I only had Android. Here's the verdict (you can also see screenshots on iTunes links above to judge for yourself). A full IPA is a good one and certainly worth mentioning. The layout is reasonable: the main screen is qwerty with a press-and-hold for related
characters. Related is fairly broadly defined - for example, the set of zlt't'gt; includes dental fricative, alveolar faucet, retroflex, and both affricates (more on that in a minute). However, all this seems quite reasonable - everything was in the first place I've looked so far. (As the screenshot shows, the main screen also includes a bilabial click, with a tap and keep
the menu for the rest of the clicks - perfectly reasonable.) There's also that top row of diacritics that doesn't have any tap and hold. There's a secondary screen that basically has all the other diacritics as well as (non-diacritic) tone marks. There's (mostly) no tap and retention here either. Everything is reasonable. I really like that in some cases there are
buttons for differs (and sometimes trigraphs) - affricates like this, plus on the secondary screen there is also a contour-tone button with the press and hold for common contours. Works well. The English IPA is ... Weird. You can see the layouts of the keyboard in some screenshots - for life I can't understand how they are arranged. There's color coding red for
vowels and blue for consonants that's nice, and the associated vowels are clearly grouped together, but as for the rest of it, who even knows? The characters are divided into two pages, but I can't understand that separation seems completely arbitrary. Maybe you'll see what I missed. Anyway, not particularly recommended, just because I think it will take a
long time to learn to use even with moderate fluency. I don't know why a linguist would bother with an English-only IPA app - may be useful for a speech path or ESL, but I'd rather have all the characters at my fingertips. Update 2: Gboard is available for iOS but doesn't have IPA support yet there - will be updated whenever that changes. However, I was also
aware of the IPA phonetic keyboard for iOS, which is a free IPA keyboard app that has a good IPA-based, but with a good interval layout, and comprehensive support for all IPA characters and diacritics. See the screenshots here to get an idea of what it is. I was told that it also has the following excellent feature: It allows you to enter open'close brackets at
once, or two slashes, but leaves в &lt;/t&gt; &lt;/t&gt; for iOS: At the moment IPA Phonetic keyboard is the only iOS option I know that meets my criteria for a good IPA keyboard application, so now my best choice. Presumably Gboard will be just as good as the only IPA available on its iOS version. If you prefer the layout and are willing to spend money, the
IPA keyboard is also fine. Well done.
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